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The Dingle Frogs adorable characters from the VillageStar.com collection. They are a pose of 7 
characters that were transformed from regular earth pond frogs to upright standing odd 
creatures by an aliens from Andromeda Galaxy. The aliens were not happy with the 
transformation experiment so they returned them to earth because they were too goofy and 
mischievous for their civilization. Now they are here to unintentionally pester our world.  
Their names are, Yokie, Pokie, Tweet, Nutsy, Finder, Lily Flower, and Quicksand. They are strong, 
can just up to 10 feet, climb trees with strong monkey like hands, swim fast…etc. . Their arms are 
rubbery and stretchable to reach tree branches making them the first tree climbing frogs. In fact , 
their physical features make them very good at playing baseball and other sports. Their 
adventure stories often feature sports games against their foes instead of hardcore violence seen 
too often in cartoon shows. They are hilarious, playful, curious, lovable, and sometimes annoying 
characters interfering with human everyday life. Though great sports players, each Dingle Frog 
has a unique disability defect from their alien transformation.  
They are fashionable frogs, and love wearing human kids apparel & shoes especially flip-flops & 
sandals or even scuba fins, and anything to make them think they look good. Often, they prefer to 
wear bathing suits since they love the water and wear plastic air bags on their arms to help keep 
them afloat since they are heavier than regular frogs. Though being frogs that love being in 
water, they hate the rain and have an assortment of colorful umbrellas. 
Besides sports, they are on a mission to make the world more environmentally friendly and have 
joined the fight against global climate change. They are environmental social media influencers, 
spent time planting trees to counter the rise in Carbon Dioxide. They try to be watchdogs for rain 
forest destruction, air & river pollution, cleaning up plastic in the oceans, anything that’s 
destroying the planet. To fund some of their adventures and environmental projects, they travel 
the world looking for precious metals, gold, diamonds and lost treasures. Sometimes they invest 
their funds or start a business to generate revenue. 
 

Key Points! 

 
• There is nothing like them anywhere 
• Hundreds of cartoon adventures can be written & produced due to 

their unique personalities & interests and mission 
• They are adorable for merchandizing and commercialization for 

hundreds of products  

 

 



Introducing the Dingle Frogs 

Yokie ( the yellow frog ) 

He is the main character and is very conscience of his mental & physical abilities. He strikes out 
too often playing baseball which can depress him, but under he will often hit a game winning 
home run. On the positive side, he can strike out many of his opponents. He often doubts his 
abilities, lacks confidence but has an inner strength & talent that delivers at the right time and 
during such times he becomes the leader and team captain of the Dingle Frogs. Yokie lives his life 
on the sloppy side trying to be tidy but its just not in his character just lives by happy-go-lucky 

moments.  

 

 

Pokie ( the pink frog ) 

He is Yokie’s ( Yokie & Pokie) best friend and tags along too often tries and fails to agree with 
him. But when they disagree they argue for hours like brothers sharing the same room. He gives 
Yokie too much bad advice complicating Strike’s already challenging life. Yokie is the groups 
navigator having a good sense of direction and geography. He’s very confident but too often 
forgetful, getting the DingleDorfs lost on their adventures. In sports, he’s an average ball hitter 
where the ball could go in any direction, there’s no way to predict where he hits the ball.  

 

 



Tweet  

He is the tall quiet one mainly because he has disabilities in speech & coordination (has trouble 
expressing himself & short memory). But he is creative, a good guitar player, abstract art painter, 
and poet. He applies his creative talents to help the Dingle Frogs get through difficult situations 
by being creative. Loves to listen to music via his ever-growing music amplification and hi-
fidelity equipment. Having longer legs than the others, he’s the outfielder able to get the ball 
faster but he’s a lousy hitter.  

 

Finder  

He is the scientist, investigator, the forecaster & predictor, philosopher, the rational thinker 
seeking root-cause in issues and problems facing the Dingle Frogs. He’s tries to find the facts 
when they try to fight the global climate issues and pollution. His hobbies include astronomy, 
physics, philosophy and investing in stocks. His disability is that he’s dyslexic. 

  

Nutsy  

There is always one weird one in a group and Nutsy is it. He’s the real stooge, with a slight limp 
in his walk (his disability), and leads the rest of pack into foolish dumb things & situations. It’s 
always Nutsy’s idea & fault. His strengths are in inherent ability to detect danger and trouble 
before it happens. He like to play jokes & pranks on the others. And like’s to masquerade as “ 
Doctor Dinglefrog “ or “ Professor DingleFrog “.  

 



Lily Flower 

She is the tidy one, a fashionista on Instagram with a few Tom-boy characteristics and a frugal 
shopper. She scrupulously works the buying deals for the team. She takes care of herself, eats 
right, meditates, does yoga and like to keep her appearance up. She often says the word “ 
jeepers” or “ eebee-geebees” to express her feelings or the situation. She like to bunt the ball and 
manages the dugout.  Her disability ability is that she can do business math problems in her 
head. 

 

Quicksand  

He’s the cowboy, the lone ranger, futilely tries to keep the stooge Dingle Frogs in 
order. He’s the Sheriff, corrects them if they are about to do something stupid, 
dangerous or borderline illegal which happens often enough. Frequently wanders 
away from the group and has a disability to remember how to get back ( no sense 
of direction). I don’t use this character too often but find his personality useful.  

 

 

 



Side Kick support characters 

Currently there are 2 side kick characters I use to support the Dingle Frogs adventures. First, is Ali Kat 

– a 8 year-old feisty, sassy, little pistol of a girl who speaks her mind and too often mother’s the Dingle 

Frogs. She’s also is a bit of a Tom-Boy but likes and a bit of a Nashville-country fashionista and likes 

to dress up the Dingle Frogs like li’l dolls. That frustrates them except for Lily Flower who simple 

loves it. Next are the TwinkleDorfs, little fury creatures that either support the Dingle Frogs efforts or 

get in their way totally annoying them. They are like little cheering mascots. They don’t speak but 

communicate through their expressions. 

 
 

Dingle Frog drawings 
 

 
 
 



 

 



 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 
The Dingle Frogs encounter a menacing meteor that teases and chases them during the baseball 
practice session. A great fun story that teaches kids something about science while playing sports! 

 



The Dingle Frogs take a winter vacation in the Florida Everglades and have a fierce territorial baseball 
game with the DingleGators only to discover something that saves the Everglades. 
The the 2nd book, the Dingle Frogs seek a treasure in an old abandoned mill in the Bronx that can be 
used to save the parks and buy vegetable garden space for the city people to care for and harvest. 
 

    
 

 
 
 
All character created by Alex Fedotowsky are the copyrighted ( 2019-2021) Use only with permission. 
The Dingle Frogs are trademarks TM by Alex Fedotowsky 2021 
 
To learn more about the Dingle Frogs and many other ideas Alex has for them, please contact me at 

afedotowsky@aol.com   c: 951-6929470    www.VillageStar.com 
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